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University Heights City Council recently approved City Ordinance No. 93-27, a law which
seeks to regulate the number of
unrelated people who live in University Heights residences.
The ordinance. sponsored by
council member David Mitchell,
limits the number of "non-family" people in University Heights
residences to three. According to
the ordinance, one member of the
household must be designated as
the "head of the household" and
the other two members must be
designated as "roomers".
A stipulation in the ordinance
allows for additional roomers to
occupy extra bedrooms if the
building meets certam codes and
if the head of the household applies for a special permit.
Alan Wolk, University Heights
Director of Law, said that the ordinance is intended to control the
housing stock in University
Heights.
"This ordinance was not directedatJCU students," Wolksaid.
"But we have had numerous complaints at council meetings about
abuses from JCU students. We've
had terrible reports ofJohn Carroll
students urinating on lawns and
overloading houses."
Need for housmg regulations
comes. according to the ordinance,
from "overcrowding and complaints of negative residential atmosphere and lower exterior
proper!) maintenance practices,
chronic motor 'chicle parking
'10lations and practices, and

complaints of on ue n01se such as
noisy late night parties." In additio n. Ordinance 93-27 restricts the
formation of premtses that "constllutc a fraternity or sorority or
residential cooperative or commune or dormitory or rooming
house."
Uni,ersity Heights Mayor
Beryl Rothschild, who is up for
re-election, stated that University
Heights City Council used the ordinance to "redefine the family."
"The definition of the family
was outdated," Rothschild said.

"The time 1faa c'blfte lo revamp
ordinance.<: to match the real world
today."
Rothschtld did not mention if
complaints from University
Heights residents had prompted
the ordinance.
University Heights Councilwoman Adele Eisner, who is currently running for mayor of University Heights. said that because
a number of facts were skewed in
the bill, she voted against it.
"Thepartofthebill about where
See LAW, page 5

A John Carroll female student
alleged she was raped by a male
student on campus in the early
morning Sept. 5, according to
University Heights Police De·
partment records.
Detective Lieutenant James D.
Daugherty said that "she (the al
leged victim) signed a 'do not wish
to prosecute' form" following the
incident, and the case is now
closed.
In a case like this, "it is not
uncommon for sexual assault
complaints to be withdrawn," said
Daugherty.
According to Joe Farrell, dean
of students, the alleged victim
agreed to drop all charges if the
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ecovertng
alcoholics fo
help peers
J oseph M. G uay
Assis1ont News Editor

A new program designed to
fight campus alcoholism and drug
abuse is being organized by two
John Carroll students who are re-

John Carroll English
professor to be honored
Joseph M. Guay
Assistant News Editor

Quality teaching will be recogniJ:ed on Sept. 27, when David M.
LaGuardia, chairman of the English department, will receive the
Lucrezia Culicchia Award For
Teaching Excellence.
A committee of both faculty
and students awarded LaGuardia
the $1000 honor. Committee
members included three previous
faculty winners, the president of
the Student Union,thechairofthe
SU academics committee, and the
president of Alpha Sigma Nu.
"I didn't even know that I had
been nominated," said L.tGuardia,
who was informed of hts winning
last spring. ''It was a pleasant
surprise."
Frederick Travis, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. said

Coones) Puhhc Af ,;,.

that the award was established
specifically to recognit.e tc<tching.
"We had the Distinguished
Faculty Member A\\ard. but that
encompasses teaching, research
and scr\ice," said Travis. "This

alleged assailant withdrew from
the universit).
"He (the alleged assailant) is
no longer a student here and cannot return to John Carroll," said
Farrell.
Farrell said that he wants students to use the "alleged acquaintance rape as a educational
tool about how it happens."
"All we can dotS learn to use
good judgment," said Farrell.
"And realize that it docs happen;
people don't believe that it does."
Resident halls are currently
offeringarapeseminarforstudents
in which a speaker from the
Cleveland Crisis Clinic discusses
issues surrounding rape in addition
to showing a video involving a
policeman that was raped

award is stnctly related to teaching."
,.
The Sears Roebuck Foundation
established the teaching award in
1984, but later renamed it the
Lucre.da Culicchia Award after
the foundation discontinued
funding. The current funds arc
provided by Tony Culicchia, class
of '64, who named the award for
hjs mother, a former teacher.
"I am personally pleased that
the Culicchia family has made such
a strong show of support of
teaching at the university," said
LaGuardia. ''Research is rewarded
in many ways, but teaching is
special. The classroom becomes
its own holy place. That's why I
love to teach ."
The award will be presented to
LaGuardia on Monday Sept . 27
at 4:30 10 the Murph) Room .

covering alcoholics.
Dan Galetti and Emmett Cook
both left Carroll last year to enter
Alcoholics Anonymous programs
and hospital treatments. This year
they both returned to campus
hoping to implement a new alcohol awareness program.
"Everyone
knows
the
problem's here," said Cook. "It's
a matter of getting people to talk
about it."
With the help of Joe Farrell,
dean ofstudents, Galetti and Cook
are opening an office in Dolan
Hall where students can come with
concerns about alcohol.
"A lot of kids don't know if
they have a problem," said Cook.
"We're just here to talk about it."
Galetti and Cook will be
available to students in a room
located by the television lounge in
Dolan Hall. Both hope to have
evening hours once the room is
completed. The service is tentatively set to begin this Friday.
Farrell said he was very enthusiastic about the project. "\\'hat
could be better than having students talk to two kids who'vebeen
there," said rarrell. "These are
real kid~ who want to make a
difference by helping their peers.
I think some students may easily
See ALCOHOL, page 5
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Derek Diaz
News Editor

editorial

Students contbat alcoholism

The Carroll News, September 16, 1993

The view from
my room in Campion Hall is wonderful. Every day
the morning sun
pours out over the
blue horizon filling
my room with
shades of gold and
orange. The lush
grass sways gently

in the breeze.
And 30 or so Bud Light cans and Taco
Bell boxes litter the lawn.
Later on, the trash procreates into Burger
King wrappers, soda cans and various
crumpled papers.
So 1ask myself, "Could there be anyone
on campus too lazy to go to the trash room
down the hall? Is there anyone on campus
who could be inherently puzzled by the
nature of waste paper baskets?"
I hope not, but sadly enough, these people
probably do exist at John Carroll.
They are probably the same people who
decide to toss their garbage into bathroom
sinks because the trash can is too far away.
Or maybe because a recycling bin is
close at hand, they decide to toss their
Burrito Supreme in with the recyclables.
O.K. That could be frne if the recycling
bins were intended to double as compost
piles. But unfortunately they were not and
Burrito Supremes just make more headaches for the young recycling program.
Of course, I am not advocating that our
dom1s should be absolutely immaculate at
all times, but our campus deserves at least
some measure of neatness. There are several reasons for this.
First, John Carroll has an exceptional
campus. Visitors always remark how wellkept our campus is. The grounds people
here at JCU do a fantastic job making the
area look great.

Other college campuses in Cleveland do
not even compare to ours. The least we can
do as students is to make life easier for the
grounds people by using trash receptacles
and picking up after ourselves.
Secondly, it is an insult to people who do
take pride in our campus to throw garbage
on the ground. If you look around, you will
see that pride in our campus runs deep in
many areas. And it should, a lot of good
comes from JCU.
Thirdly, unless mom is on stand-by with
her broom and dust pan, students must
accept the responsibility of how their actions affect other people. Throwing trash
on the ground just makes life unpleasant for
the rest of the people here.
Many people argue that trash on the
ground at John Carroll does not really matter because eventual! y someone else comes
by to pick it up. This is true. And it is also
true that someone else will clean up the
messes in the donns. Yes, there are even
people who will take the left over trays in
Marriott to the dish return for those people
who did not do it themselves.
But passing the mess to the next guy in
line is fatal. The "someone else will take
care of it" mentality has led our nation
straight into a $3 trillion debt. The " that's
someone else's problem" ideology has run
us into a drug problem of epidemic proportions. The "oh, the problem is not that bad
dogma" has made education in this country
the laughing stock of the world.
Now, I'm not saying that throwing garbage on the lawn of Campion is going to
destroy the world, but irresponsibiut)' sura -~,..
will.

Dan Galetti and Emmett Cook are recovering alcoholks. Starting next
week, these John Carroll seniors will open a room in Dolan Hall to students
who need to talk about alcohol and drug problems. For a couple hours every
weekday night, they will listen, share their experiences and try to help
students worried about themselves or concerned about their friends.
At John Carroll, the pressure to drink excessively is almost greater than
the pressure to succeed academically. One need only look at the Senior
Dinners of 1991 and 1993, Homecoming Block Parties, Reunion Weekends, and any dorm on a Saturday night to see the integral role alcohol plays
in John Carroll's social calendar. Members of our commuruty, succumbing
to this pressure to drink, become victims of a disease masked as a good time.
According to statistics from Alcoholism Services of Cleveland, between
2 and 3 percent of America's current student body will eventually die from
alcohol-related causes. This is almost equivalent to the combined number
of people who will receive advanced degrees, master's and doctorate
degrees.
Experts say that family history, peer pressure and low self-esteem
contribute to alcoholism.
Only individuals, however, have the ability to assess why they are
motivated to take a drink, a drink, a drink, a drink ... Talking to students who
have experienced the downward spiral of alcoholism is one way to take
those frightening steps of self-evaluation.
hits & misses
But students are not the only ones who need to examine their relationHit: The Mass oflhe Holy Spirit. It was great combination.
ships with alcohol. As a community, we must look at alcohol's dominance a well-attended, inspirational way to begin
the semester. The music was beautiful -Hit: Bread sticks in the Pizza Hut Exin our social events and our campus reputation .
especially
the
part
where
we
got
to
clap.
press.
Stop and smell Lhe bread sticks.
Dan and Emmett have dealt with their own alcoholism. Now they are
offering John Carroll students the same opportunity.
Hit: The Student Union's purchase of

The cloud has lifted from
campus; we see the light
The real world is out there some where, and some day we will all be in
the real world, with real jobs, living real lives, surrounded by real CRIME.
But isn't John Carroll the real world? Or are we being sheltered here in
the "City of Beautiful Homes?" Is Carroll actually a utopia or are we just
not being told the dangers that exist.
Dean of Students, Joe Farrell, in an interview last spring, said that John
Carroll was not the real world.
Oh, how things have changed over the summer.
Last week, an acquaintance rape allegedly occurred on campus. In
response to this incident, Dean Farrell admitted that "it [rape] does happe n.
People don't believe it does."
As the cloud lifts and the sun shines, we know that crime occurs on
campus, and yet John Carroll is still a nice place to live. The people are the
same, the classes are the same, everything is the same, but now, thanks to
Farrell, we know that things are not always as perfect as they appear. He's
lifted the cloud. We see the light.
John Carroll University is, in fact, the real world, with real people and
real problems. Crime is, after all, a real world problem that we need and
deserve to know about.

4,000 Indian's tickets to benefit Project
Focus. Students, families and baseball-- a
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Express an opinion while you have the chance
Elizabeth McDonald
Forum Editor

If you're reading this article, or even this page, chances
are you have opinions. On second thought, if you're
breathing, you must have opinions. If you are a student
here, I'm sure you have opinions about some things that go
on here. (Or if you don't now, you will soon. The year is
just beginning.) By now we· ve all had a few weeks to adjust
to the school year and all that being back here at good old
John Carroll University entails.
So now J would just like to make that yearly plea of the
Forum Editors to write letterstothecditor. Forthoseofyou
who write letters to the editor on a regular basis, you can
stop reading now. For those of you who never have
opinions, you can stop reading too. However. since most
of you don't fit into either of these categories. feel free to
continue reading.
After being on staff for two years now, I've listened to
more than my share of complaints about the newspaper, in
addition to complaints about campus happenings in general. I've also been here long enough to know that people
don't always have negative opinions, but that sometimes
they want to praise things that occur on campus too.
I can't even count the number of times that I have been
involved in either of these conversations and I have

encouraged that person to write a letter to the editor. ac; free to express our opinions. So it seems even more
Unfortunately, it has often been to little or no avail. It ts not logtcal that we all should take advantage of this opportunity now
much more difficult to write than 11 is to talk.
ln past years, the student body has often left letter
I could say that I am happy to have two more years
writing up to the same few individuals. I'm not trying to beforcl have todccideon adefinitecareerchoicc. However,
dtscouragc those regular lener writers. However, wtth another thing I have learned is that trying to convince
such a large communi!}. I cannot believe so many people yourself that you have "time" ts truly no compensation
can be so apathetic. I think that it is very important to either. because time ah\ays passes In fact, time passing is
express how we feel about the things that go on here at JCU probably the one constant in life.
Your college years are the time to develop into the
(good and bad) in a more formal way than at a cafeteria
person you want to be. Expand your horuons. Read.
table.
All students, administrators. faculty and members of the Question React. Let your reacuons be known Atthe same
Carroll community are more than welcome to express their time, be open minded.
I think most people would admit that these years go
opinions on the Forum page. Think of it this way: writing
lencrs is the only real means regular people on this campus quickly no matter who you are. Take advantage of the
have of addressing the entire University community about opportumues you have now. They may be gone before you
know 11.
an issue. That is power.
Now that I am a junior, I am coming to the realiLation
letters to the editor
that my college years are going at a much more rapid pace
than I would like. Eventually. (and perhaps sooner than I I
can comprehend), all of us, including me, will be faced
Student claims SU Is unfair to
with the "real world." I'm not saying that JCU is an unreal
campus organizations
or "fake" world; however, we must admit it is different
from being out in the workforce. And when the time comes
To the Editor:
that we become part of the working world, we may not be
I would like to bring to the atlention of my fellow
students the incompetency of the Student Union. One
would think that with a preface or ·•student"' in the title
that it might actually help the students of John Carroll.
That, my friends, ts one of the biggest mistakes that
anyone could make.
The Sisterhood of Zeta Tau Omega dutifully went
home will go up. Now how can both of our standards of
through all the red tape and bureaucracy that they were
living rise? Ever hear of the law of equal and opposite
supposed to in order to hang up a simple sign indicatreactions?
ing to lhc student body when their rush would be.
They claim Mexicans will begin buying up our products
Then, two days before the rush was to bc held, the
after all tariffs have been dropped. Fact is NAFTAdocsn't
Student Union took down rhe sign with absolutely no
guarantee higher wages for the Mexican people. They
justification, nor noriticarion. When oonti'Onred by
won't be able to afford our products. However, they in tum
members of
rhete were no offers of apology. no
will be able to dump their products into the U.S. at extremely
explanations, nothing to indicate that they gave a flying fig
what happened to our sign, or to uo; for that mauc:r.
low costs, which will force out small businesses and result
in massive unemployment. And what !'.Ort of products will
Why should any organi1a\ion have \o pu\ up with
Mext o peddle here? How about foodMulh soaked in
pesticides; pesticides rhatareoutlawed under U.S. law, but
victim to the corruption and selfishness to which all
are a-o.k. under NAFTA.
other government organtzattons fall JHey? And if so.
They claim NAFT A will all but halt illegal immigration,
but why should it? NAFT A does not mandate that Mexico
what now?
institute a social welfare state a Ia America. The average
Needless to say. I won't allow any of these fools to
Mexican will have it far better here. NAFTA will, in
stay in office next term. I'm ashamed to say that I
actually voted for a couple of the clods to begin wirh.
reality, encourage more open borders and a floodtide of
but at least their tem1s only last one year. I advise
Central American immigrants
everyone to watch out. your organization or cause may
In the insane drive toward a "global village," we will be
be the next sacrificial lamb slaughtered at the altar of
left with a global plantation. The only people to benefit
student go\'emment.
from NAFT A will be stateless profiteers who will beggar
rich and poor countries alike, while aiding only the elite.
Jenn Okoniewski
Class of 1995
The middle class will extinct itself o n tts own brutishness
and materialism.
NAI1 A will probably pass.tf only because the average
person has succumbed to love ol material stuff and balked
at love of country; and when the middle class masses wake
up dispossessed they will finally recognize NAFf A for
what it truly is- a modern Alamo.

NAFTA may present danger for
the economic balance of America
Sutton Kinter
Forum Writer

~-----------------------------

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A)
is being preened by President Clinton for its battle through
Congress. The media mattoids and the multinational corporations, both owned and financed by the international
banking establishment, are screaming hysterically for its
immediate approval. In the meantime, the common person
is left in the dark about NAFTA and what it will mean for
America. Simply put, NAFTA will merge the US, Canada,
and Mexico into one nation, never mind the Constitution or
our national sovereignty.
Free trade is good , if the trading partners are basically
equal. The several states of America arc able to trade freely
since the Constitution guarantees equal protection of the
laws, something NAFTA circumvents. NAFT A, indeed, is
a law unto itself. While the states of our Union must deal
fairly with one another or face federal wrath, tri-national
bureaucrats will decide laws under NAFTA. These
unelected eunuches will determine trade policy outcomes
and not our constitutionally elected representatives.
The arguments of the super-rich capitalists and their
media lackeys supporting NAFTA arc based purely on
speculative conjecture.
For example, they claim NAFTA will create more jobs
than it will destroy. This is doubtful. but granted it does. we
must ask at \\hat wage level will these new JObs be?
Obviously. the jobs lost to Mexico will not be the minimum
wage vanety. the} will be m the 10 to 15 dollar range.
They claim the standard ofliving in Mexico and here at

zro.
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The Carroll News is looking for
lllotivated individuals to fill the
positions of advertising
representatives. Please contact
Jen Mitsos in The Carroll
News Office or at 397-4398
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Faulty perceptions result from limited experiences
Trying to see others• points of view is imperative in developing identity
Mary Anne Soltis _ _
Assis1ant Forum Edrtor
Mentioning that I visited the South American country of
Colombia usually produces a reaction of varying degrees
of surpnsc. The number of people who think it witty to
comment lhat I mur.t have been involved somehow in lhe
trade of drugs 1s rather discouraging. When I consider
everylhing the country has to offer that the average U.S.
ci ti zen will never know about because they cannot get past
lhe idea of a land of drugs and drug addicts, it makes me
wonder what other thmgs go undiscovered due to ideas
which are framed by limited knowledge.
Most people have an initial impression ofpeople, places
and things that they have not experienced first-hand. Gi vcn
a word, somesortofimagc will come to mind. This is based
on some knowledge they have acquired from any of a
variety of sources. The problem is that the sources used as
a basis of information are not always accurate reflections
of lhe real ent1ty Biases result from seeing only one
television broadcast, reading one magazine article or witnessing a brief incident invol ving lhe subject matter.
The example of Colombia is a subject about which
impressions are often formed bac;ed on a limited source of
knowledge. Most people who I have talked to seem to think
that Colombia is a country that has two agricultural products,
cocaine and coffee (and the latter of which some people are
not even aware.) They assume the land alternates between
vast expanses of undeveloped territories and small mud
huts which are located in groups around the fields of coffee
and cocaine. The inhabitants of Colombia are, of course,
savages, drug-addicts or both, living in the wild and
unacquainted with the technology of the modem age.
Questions I have been asked include: ''Do they have
cars?", "Are the streets paved?", and "Did you see Juan
Valdez?" There is a great deal of ignorance about what the
country is really like.
I n my brief six week stay thercl discovered many things
thatl couldonly fully understand by being there. Colombia

is a beautiful country of diverse landscapes, small towns
(which have electricity. plumbing and personal computers
housed in hundred-year-old buildings situated around town
squares) and huge urban centers like lhe capital city of
Santafe de Bogota. Bogota ~pra\\'IS seemingly infinitely
between chain~ of the Ande~ mountains, lhe more recent
skyscrapers h1ghlight the profile oflhe modem city, while
charming Spanish-style buildings dominate the older portions of the city. The rest of the city mixes new and old,
middle, lower and upper classes and millions of motorized

Biases result from seeing
. only one television
broadcast, reading one
magazine article or
witnessing a brief
incident involving the
subject matter.
vehicles to create the atmosphere of any large urban city
of the world.
The middle class people who I met and interacted with
live in comfort with all the modern conveniences. Sure,
drugs are an export of Colombia, along with coffee, but the
people are not drug addicts (U.S. citi1.cns take care of that
aspect of the drug trade). Not everyone is rich and literate
(are they in the U.S.?) Some of the country is not fully
developed (the development of impassable forest land is a
task for any nation!) Yet, in spite of all this, Colombia is a
nation dealing with the problems that challenge it in light
of the ever-changing face of the modem world.
Read my next sentence carefully-Do not take what I
say about Colombia as a fact. What? I talk about how
traditional conceptions of Colombia are wrong and then

say not to believe my statements. Why? Because it is only
my frame based on my own expencncc in Colombia. I have
a limited experience-! was only there for six weeks,
which 1s hardly enough time to fully understand a country.
I stayed w1th a middle to upper middle class family, which
means I did not come into first-hand contact with lhe
variety of different lifestyles in the country. Plus, I am not
really very fluent in Spanish, which means I probably did
not understand at least half of what was going on around
me!
My visit to Colombia allowed my see lhings through
another culture's perspective. Things which I tended to
take for granted no longer seem to be so. For example, if
every time I left a group of acquaintances in the U.S. , I
went around and kissed everyone on the cheek, most
people in the States would think I was a little crazy. This
is not the case for Colombians, who consider this type of
farewell not only normal, but expect it; not to greet and
depart with a kiss (between women and men, as well as
between women) is a great insult!
There are many other things which are subject to individual perspectives. Most U.S. citizens consider themselves "Americans." Many people from Central and Soulh
American countries, as well as other North American
countries are offended that we consider only ourselves to
be Americans. What claim have we to be lhe only
Americans? Are we not all residents of the North American
Continent? We are all Americans-and lhat does not have
anylhing to do with other Americans wanting to be like
U.S. residents!
Everyone has a view of their world which has been
formed lhrough their experiences. Just as a painting is an
individual's perception of the subject which is surrounded
by a frame of set dimensions, the perceptions which each
of us has are "framed" by our experiences in OUR world.
Attempting to see things which arc not within our "frame"
is difficult because we have to make an effort to see beyond
the boundaries of our picture of our society.
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Our Managers are professionals at making sure.•.
The Atmosphere Is always fun,
The Food Is always fresh,
The Servtce Is always good,
The Schedule Is always set and
The Training Is designed to let you shine!
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If you are an energetic, enthusiastic, team player
looking for a fun, fast-paced environment,
then come join our OPENING TEAM!

The following positions are available:

on a~-~~~
Career
withMBNA

MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. is a subsidiary of
MBN A America, the world's leading issuer of the
Gold MasterCard~ We are now opening our Midwest
Regional Marketing Center in Cleveland, which will
employ 300 to 500 people.
We are seeking enthusiastic people to introduce our credit
card service to prospective Customers across the country.
These part-time telephone sales positions offer flexible
hours, an average rate of pay of $8.10 per hour ($6.50
base plus monthly incentive), paid vacations, paid
holidays, and valuable experience.

• Prep/ Pant ry Cooks • Dishwashers

After a six- to nine-month part-time Telephone Sales
commitment, you will have an opportunity to explore a
career in Collections, Customer Service, or Marketing.

• Servers
• Fry Cooks
• Broiler/ Saute' Cooks

Begin your career with a Fortune Service 500 Company.

• Hosts/ Hostesses

• Bartenders

• Bussers

• Grill Cooks

Apply in person
( Mon - Fri 9am - 6pm • Sat 10am - 2pm )

Hampton Inn Westlake- Rm 211
29690 Detroit Road
Come see us before we're MAX-ed out!

To schedule an interview, call
MBNA at 595-4100.
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc.
23200 Chagrin Boulevard
Commerce Three Building. 5th Floor
Beachwood, OH 44122
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Local judge
tough on DUI
Joseph M. Guay
Ass1stant News Ed1tor

Shaker Heights \1untctpal
Court Judge candidate Ytrgil
Brown, Jr advised "tudents ruesday of the new penal! tes concerning drunk drivtng in Ohio.
"These arc revolutionary measures," said Brown, who was appointed municipal judge over a
year ago. ''I don't mtnd if you
drink. I don't mind if you drive,
just don't mix the two."
As municipal court JUdge,
Brown hears many cases involving DUI. Driving Under The Influence.
Brown explained the new measures to approximately 150 students at T uesday's Student Union
Meeting. The new measures are a
part o f the state laws w hich went
into effect Sept. I .
Under the new laws, offenders
may face an "administered license
suspension" the moment they are
pulled-over for drunk driving. If
the driver refuses to take the test,
or fails the test, he will lose his

hcensc and will have to plead his
case in court.
The new measures also penn it
the arresting officer to tmpound.
immobili1e or sei1e the vehicle
based on the number of offenses
the driver has committed. Brown
explained that when a car is sei;cd,
it is sold by the state.
Car lenders are also effected
by the new laws.
"lfyou lend yourcartoa friend
who has<! previous record, and he
or she is pulled-over, then your
car will probably be seized," said
Brown. "That basically means
that you'll never see it again."
Students asked Brown many
questions concerning a driver's
defense against the word of arresting officers.
Brown responded that the new
laws are tough on the driver due
to the serio us na ture of the
problem.
''These laws are a step in the
right d irection," said Brown. "I
hope that I see you all on campus,
not in my courtroom."

J CU students avail themselves of wind power

Campus theft resolved;
purse contents returned
Derek Diaz
News Editor

Renter's pen:nits would, acThe contents of a purse stolen
cording to Eisner, allow landfrom the secretary's office in the
lords to engage in individual con- communicatfons department were
tracts with their renters.
found last T hursday on the second
floor of Grasselli I ihrary
continued from page 1
As of now, the University
Heights Building Dcpartmc~n~t~in:.._""';;::::::::=::::=:::;;~~:;:;=:;~
council found that 'overc rowdi ng vestigates violations o f Ordinance
most often occurs where more than 93-27. According to Mr. Wolk.
two unrelated
enforcement
persons reside ~~~=~~~~~~~~~~ of the regula-

LAW

in single family

"Part

the bill...

is blatently
untrue. "

•

continued from page l

J CU begins community
service year

identify with them.''
Galetti and Cook still attend
AA meetings regularly. "It's
halfway personal." said Galctti.
"Talking to other people helps me
to deal with my own problem."
Both students emphasized that
the new service will not report
students to Administration.
Rather, the two want to be available to students who need to talk.
" I was incapable of living last
year." said Galetti. " If we can
help one out of twenty, we've
succeeded. We just \\·ant people
to know the consequences."

/
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• 1 Fr ied Rice

1,000 Flyers - $25.00

lied', Pork,orSbrimp

Authorized Copying of Copyrighted Course Materials

f ried Ri«)

•ZEgg Rolls

$5.95
Sorneon~

Print Cente r

From self-serve copying, course packs and dissertations to
party invitations, stationery, resumes and typesetting, we
offer a full range of copy and printing services w ith
recycled paper and soy inks.

(Choose from Chicken.

Its Tune

a

Full Service - Friendly People - Low Prices
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691-1199

John Carroll's Center for
Community Service sponsored an
information/sign-up seminar for
students in the SAC Conference
room last week to jump start the
year for JC U's community service.
The seminar, entitled "Com
munity Service- Make it So,"
featured over 25 representatives
from over 2 1 service organitations and included short infonna

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
EDUCATIONAL PRINTING

The Great Chin ese D elivery Company

......... .,..._,..._

Derek Diaz
News Editor
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~ Free Delivery
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,,..ine rickers, a wedding :inv.aa-

whcn I happened to sec a pile of
stuff ncar a door and I "a" it was

John Carroll
University

~

Dcltvc..'tt_:•cl Sornclhtng ThiS Good'

a bunch of credit cards. a social
securi ty card, keys and a checkbook"
The social security card ideotilted Communications Dcpartrncnt Secretary Kathy Dolan as
the owner of the articles

ALCOHOL

tions is al-

residcnccs' is
o~"
read) underblatantly un'J
way.
true."
said
"If anyEisner. "It was
one were to
merely an asco m pI a i n
sumptionmade
that more
by the council
than three
u nrelated
and there was
Councilwoman Eisner people were
no fact to back
living in a
it up."
building,
Eisner
then
the
noted that she
proposed an ~~~~~~~~~~~= B uilding Dealternative method to regulate paruncnt would investigate and,
housing that would tnvolvc if needed. issue citations to the
landlord," Wolk said.
"renter's permits."

Ohio College of Podiatry stu
dents Gary Katz and Robin Davis
happened upon the conte nts of the
stolen purse while looking for a
quiet place to study.
" We were looking to sec if any
study carrols were open," Katz

I

Complete Copy
1938 South Taylor Road
Cleveland Heights

a

Print Center
call 932-5454
or fax 932-5456

next to the Grange Bar aaoss from Taylor Commons

t10n nnd p1crurcs of Dolan'-.
children.

tiona! speeches on such topics as
environmentalism and geriatric
care.
Dr. Mark Falbo. director of
Center for Community Service,
said the idea for the seminar developed from a survey conducted
by his office last semester.
"We fou nd a Jot of interest at
John Carro ll for community service." Falbo explained. " We then
thought to put something like this
together so students could fi nd out
from the agencies about what sorts
ofcommunity service arc available
to them. This is just a more direct
route to the agencies for the students·
Sc.,cral hundred students attended the multt-roomed seminar
during the three hours of lectures
and stgn -ups. Among the agencies
present were the Cleveland Hunger Centers, the American Cancer
Society. Habitat for Humanity
and the Cleveland Metro Health
Centers.
Cleveland Metro Health Center rest dent Steve Hirtz noted that
you ng volunteers play an important role for elqerly patients.
"After a while, you get to
where you know the kids pretty
well," Hirtz said. "You kno w
them and they know you - some
of them get pretty attached to the
program."

FEATURES
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EVENTS
THURSDAY, 16
\teetlng, Phi Theta Mu, 7
p.m across I rom the Residence
Life Office.
Meeting, WUJC 88.7, 8 p.m.
at the radio station in the Recplex.
Meeting, Intervars1ty Christian Fellowship, 9;30 p.m. 10
Saint Francis Chapel.

FRIDAY, 17
Picnic, Big Brothers/Big
Sisters,4:30-6:30p.m . on Keller
Commons.
Meeting, Carroll Quarterly,
3 p.m. in AD25
Women 's
Volleyball ,
Manella Tournament, Away,
also Sept. 18.
\ten's Soccer vs. Otterbein,
4: 15 p.m .. Home.
Chess. 7 p.m. in GauLman
Lounge.

SATURDAY, 18
Football '-S. Capital University, I :30 on Wa:-.mcr Field.

SUNDAY, 19
M eeting. Knights of Columbus, 8 p.m. in AD258.

MONDAY,20
Meedn&, Society of Human
Resources Management. 8:30
p.m 10 AD249.

T UESDAY, 21
Meeting, Student Union,
5: 15 p.m. in the Jardine Room.

WEDNESDAY, 22
Meeting, Phi Alpha Delta,
9:30 p.m. in O'Dea Room #2.
M en 's Soccer vs. Heidelberg, 4 p.m., Away
\ \'om e n 's Soccer vs.
Wooster, 4 p.m., Away.
Meeting , Sailing Club, 9 p.m.
in O'Dea Seminar Room #4.
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TRW CEO contributes to Mellen Series tradition
Twice a year, the Mellen Chair invites
chief executive officers of Ohio
headquartered, publicly traded, firms to
discuss current and expected financial
developments in their companies
Jon Beech
In keeping with the tradition
of prov1ding the John Carroll
University community the opportunity to meet the Chief Executlvc Officers of Oh10 based
compames, the Mellen Cha1r will
present a seminar by Jospeh T.
Gorman, the CEO of TRW Inc.,
on September 23 at 5 p m m the
SAC' Conference Room
Gorman joined TRW's legal
department in 1968 rising to become its general counsel and an
cxecuti ve vice pres1dent, respons1ble fort he industnal and energy
sector.
He became the President and
Chief Operating Officer of the
company in 1985 and became the
Chairman of the Board in 1988.
Gorman is a graduate ol Kent
State University and Yale Law
School.
In addition to his responsibilitics at TRW, he holds many positions or business leadership. For
example, he is a member of the
Council on Froeign Relations and
the Trilateral Commission,
Chairman of the US-Japan Business Council, Chairman of the
US Government Industry Policy
Advisory Committee for Trade

United Way.
TRW Inc., founded in 190 I as
the Cleveland Cap Screw Co., i!.
now an international company
employing over 64,000 people in
22 countnes and is still headquartered 10 Cleveland, O H.
TRW is a high technology
world leader serving the automo
tive, space and defense, and Informat1on serv1ces markets with
approximately one-third of its
sales generated outside the U.S.
TRWranksasa"Fortune 100"
company and its wide range of
products and services i ncludc au
tomot1vc engine component~.
steering systems, air bags. cornmunications satellites. and credit
hbtories.
Dr. Raj Aggarwal 1s the dri"
ing force behind the Mellen Se
ries. When looking for potential
speakers. Aggarwal selects companics that have a good story to
tell, companies which are making money and doing generally
well.
Past speakers have represented
publicly held Ohio corporations
which have done better than the
rest of the market.
In fact, a stude,gt of Dr.
Aggarwal once did a study and
bought stock in the companies of

speak to Gorman informally at a
reception following the presentation. "There aren't too many opportunities for a student to speak
to a CEO," Aggarwal said, "this
situation is pretty unique."
Aggarwal believes the Mellen
Series provides a benefit for both

other area business executives
to attend the presentation.
This event, which occurs
only once every semester,
usually draws a standing room
only crowd, so Aggarwal encourages everyone to arrive
early. Even if you are not a

Policy Mallers, and Chairman of

lhe past Mellen Series speakers.

the speaker and lhe student.

business major, A gaaarw-al

the 'Business Roundtable' Education Task Force. Also, Gorman
is a director of Proc tor and
Gamble and the Aluminum
Company of America.
Furthermore, Gorman's many
civic activities include serving as
a trustee of the Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, Cleveland Tomorrow, the Cleveland Playhouse, the
Cleveland Institute of Art, the
Musical Arts Association, and the

"The student made a considerable profit," Aggarwal said.
(TRW stock is listed on the New
York Stock Exchange with the
symbol TRW.)
Aggarwal expects Gorman to
discuss how TRW Inc. works and
what the company expects from
young people looking for employment.
After a question and answer
period, students will be able to

"When a CEO comes to campus.
he gets the opportunity to meet
some very bright people."
Also, Aggarwal believes the
University benefits from the
event. "This gives the University
a chance to show its kids off, JCU
is an undiscovered gem in the
business community."
Not only will the audience be
able to meet Gor man, but
Aggarwal expects 150 to 200

recommends your attendance.
" Everyone will be working in some kind of business.
what Gorman has to say is important for all students," he
said.

Special Projects Editor

question of the week:

CEO TRW Inc., Joseph T. Gorman

"How did you prepare for yo
RA inspect,on?"

Also...

P h on e dir ectories will b e availab l e
after
room
changes are comp leted. Thank you for
your patience.

Please
submit
events for the Campus Calendar to the
Features ~tor by
Monday at noon in
The Carroll News office located in the
Recplex.

Are you
sick?
The Health Service is
located in the basement
of Murphy Hall.

Attention Seniors! Applications for May graduation
are now available in Dean's
offices.

Note: The Series was established by the Edward J. and
Louise E. Mellen Foundation,
which also funded the Mellen
Chair in Finan ce at John Carroll University.

Jamal Bahhur

Nicole Masielli

Samantha Snyder

Sophomor e
"Put the 40's on the ledge
& closed the drapes."

Sophomore
"I hid the guys under the

J u nior
"I told her it was all my
roommate's. "

oed."

Beginning the fall semesterofl993. our policy
will be as follows:
Doctor visits by appointmentonly. Nowalkins will be seen during the
doctor's hours (9:3010:30 a.m.)Emergencies
are the exception!
The Hea lth Service
hours are as follows:

Doctor Hours:
9:30-10:30 a.m.
Monday through Friday

-.a...
Louis Wiegand

Jon Boyle

Tim Brainard

Nurse Hours:

Senior
"I moved off campus."

Sophomore
"I'll plead the 5th."

Freshman
"Told the RA to go away &
threw the microwave in
the closet...

9 a.m.-6 p.m.

phoulo by D=lt Diu

Monday through Friday
1-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
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Hubble Mission:
High stakes in outer space
Earl

lane

1993 NewSdoy

A "virtual reality" room where
astronauts don computer-driven
helmets designed to create eerie
illusions of space. A fnctJOnless
floor where heavy loads can noat
like the puck in an air hockey
game, imitating weightlessness.
A refrigerated vacuum chamber
that mimics space like tern
peratures.
These arc some ot
the ways ground
trainers arc preparing a \'eteran
space <;huttle
crew for an
early December mission 10
give
the
Hubble
Space Telescope new
glasses for its
blurry vision a mission that
promise!'> to be
physically, and
politically, among
the most demanding
yet for the nation' s
space agency.
Physically , the ambitious
mission will involve at least five
spacewalks by teams of astronauts scrambling about the
Hubble, yanking out worn or
balky equipment and replacing it
with new gear.
Politically, officials at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration hope the mission
can help restore a can-do image
that has been damaged by the
recent loss of contact with the
automated Mars Observer craft
and the seemingly endless political turmoil over the fate of the
planned space station.
These have not been happy
times for the space agency. Even

the usually taciturn astronaut
corps admits that the Hubble mis
ston has high stakes.
"We talk about it all the time,"
said Dick Covey, 47. the com
mander of the seven-person crew
now in training at the Johnson
Space Center in Houston. "We
try to put
it into perspective."

~

official NASA perspective is
simple enough: Hubble, even with
a flawed mirror, has been a firstclass observatory, returning unprecedented views of deep space
objects such as galaxy clusters.
The mission being mounted is
not considered an emergency
night since the telescope,
launched in April 1990, had been
designed for maintenance and
upgrades after three years anyway.
Still, NASA can scarcely afford to blow this one, officials
say.
"There are so many mixed

emouons," said l"d Wetlcr, head
Hubble sctcnllst at NASA headquarters tn Washtngton. "You
have nightmares all the time. The
anticipation is -.tartmg to show."
McmbersofCovey'screw will
have spent a record amount of
time -close to 400 hours so farin the "weightless environment
training facility," n 251om-decp
water tank where astronauts can
float about a mock up of the
shuttlceargo hay 111 a rough
approximation
of
weightlessness.
But the space suited astronauts still
must tight the \iscosily ul the watN
when
movtng
themselves and
their bulky tnstrurncnt pack age~ around. "It's
the difference be1\.\ecn \\<tlking and
tcc sk,uing," said
Kathy Thornton. a
crew member who
spacewalked dunng
a May 1992 shuule mission.
That's where the frictionless noorcorncs in handy.
Hissi ngjets ofair directed through
special footpads can liftplatfonns
with heavy gear a few thousandths
of an inch above a smooth, stainless steel tloor. With the roucb of
a finger, astronauts can push the
hovering masses weighing 600
pounds or more across the 28foot-square floor.
Even slight air currents in the
hangar-like building where the
floor is situated are enough to
jostle some of the weights about,
according to Richard Fullerton, a
NASA engineer who said that
astronauts who've worked in
space love the frictionless floor.
"You can't make them stop grin-

Student insurance includes abortion
©1993College Press Service
Gainsville, Fla. - Abortion is
now covered under a student health
insurance plan offered by the University of Florida Student Government Association beginning
this fall, a move that angered antiabortionists but won praises for
those who support abortion.
Dean of Student Affairs Art
Sandeen said that of the 35,000
students who attend Florida, the
student government sells between
3,000 and 4,000 health insurance
poolicics per year. Many of the
policies are sold to older students
who aren't financialy dependent
on their parents, he said.
The student government voted in
April to have a new company sell
insurance on campus. and chose
Scarborough Company Insurance.
The company now provides students
with two opuons of health insurnncc.
PlanA, whichcosts$96a ycar.docsn 't
cover abortion.

However, Plan B, which costs
$507 annually, includes up to$300
coverage for abortion. "I think
that it is very unfortunate that the
medical facilities at the University of Florida consider killing an
unborn child as health related,"
said Lois Anne O 'Malley, director of Gainsville Right to Life.
"Pregnancy is not a disease, so
there is really no reason from a
medical point of view, for the
health of a woman, that all of a
sudden this health coverage is
available."
Campus National Organization for Women co-president
Penny Foster told the Independent Florida Alligator that her
organization is working to have
abortion on the policy," she told
the campus newspaper. "No other
medical procedure is discriminated against as much as abortion."
Sandeen said that untversll)
offictals have not had any com-

plaints from parents or studentsyet. "There has been no fallout to
my knowledge,' he said. Abortions on these policies are usually
classified as "any other sickness,"
Sandeen said.
O'Malley said her organization has no plans to protest the
inclusion of abortion, but will
continue to lecture against abortion on campus or wherever else
they arc invited to speak.
"It's a real alck of moral commitment, a lack of self-esteem,
that women seem to feel that they
have to acquiesce to sexual pressures of society to prove themselves," she said. "In the end, the
women arc hit hardest with it men don't have to go out and
have abortions."
Foster told the Alit gatOr she ts
pleased with the abortion cover·
age. "This is positive, especially
for students, because younger
women arc affected more than
any other group." she said.
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Whirling double star
fascinates astronomers
Kathy Sawyer

C> 1993 The Wo-:sh-:-ln-g-;to-n
::P~o·-.
st~-~~--

For two decades. astronomers ha'c been fascinated by a whirling
double star buried deep in a globular star cluster 28,000 lightyears
away. in the constellation Sagittarius. The) k.new it was there only
because it somcumes gave off brief but !-pcctacular bursts ofX-rays
with perhaps a million times the l~ncrgy of the sun.
Now. usmg the Huhhlc Space Telescope, rc-;carchers have peered
for the first time through the cloak of !-urrounding stars to the double
star itself. Its light was shtx:kingly bright, according to Ivan King of
the University of California at l3crkcley. His team used the European
Faint Object Camera aboard the Hubble to ob!->crve the cluster in
ultraviolet wavelengths and rcportl~d the findings recently in Astrophysical Journal I ctter~.
X-ra} bursters arc the signatures of a kl:y type of cosmic energy:
the fall of matter onto gravitationally ~x>wcrtul compact objects such
as neutron ~tar:; or black hoks. But m<lst burl'tcrs arc buried deep
inside ancient glohular clu~tcrs, such ns the one in Sagittarius.
"In vtstbk light, you sec 100,000 stars. But m ultrn' J01ct, this one
object \\as responsible for making almllst all" of the radiation, said
Bruce H. Mnrgon of the Unhcr. tty of Washington m Seattle.
"Nobod) realized it \\OUid be scrc.mting at you like that. Nm~ that it
has been fl)cated, Jl cnn be studied,"
This douhlc star features a lll'Utron star (the dense corpse of an
e xploded star) that is dcH1uring 11 l:Ontpanion- u '' hitc d\\arf (the
remnant of a hurnl'd-out stm ltkc the ~un). 1 he two spm around each
other at a record tate of oncl· e'er) II minut~~- (Ml'tcury takes ~S
days to orbit lhc sun.)
The result is .t "gushd' or Jadiation that hl·ats ,\ disk of gas
surrounding the ncutwn star to mor\! than I 00,000 degrees F,
creating the ultravtolct glow.
The current heI met at Johnson
ts primttJve by rapidly evolving
vtdeo game ~tandards. Its lowresolution images appear as
though the Hubble were being
viewed through a fine mes h
screen door.

ning," he said.
For the first ttmc. NASA
trainers also arc using computer
driven "virtual reality" methods
as another way to bring space
down to Earth.
Wearing a wraparound display
helmet, astronauts can loo k a.l
computer imqes of the shuttJe
with the Hubble resting in its
cargo bay. Using gloved hands
with sensors hooked into the
computer system, a crew member
can "grab" handrails along the
Hubble and move about as though
becoming a part of the scene
displayed in the helmet. To an
onlooker, ofcourse, the astronaut
is merely moving his hands in
front of him, grabbing at thin air.
But within the helmet, there is
another world. "I can be in the
goggles, and psychologically, after being in there for a few minutes, I'm in that environment,"
said crew member Jeffrey
Hoffman. He said the simulation
can even give the feelings of disorientation that astronauts feel in
space.
A look through the head gear
confirms that view. While
"crawling" along the side of the
gray-toned Hubble in the virtual
world, a glance downward reveals
a sharp dropoffinto the blackness
of space. Those who suffer vertigo need not apply.

M1kc CloJ'a, head of the <;pac e

ceoroc's vUtuaJ t~ effort. said-~~~~
the S I 60,000 price rag for a highresolution helmet has been too
steep for his budget so far.
The efforts to mimjc space on
Earth have turned up some painful surprises. During a six-hour
run in a refrigerated, airless
chamber in May, crew member
Story Musgrave suffered minor
frostbite on eight fingers while
testing the perfonnance of the
shuttle space suit during "worst
case" temperatures of more than
130 degrees below zero.
Shuttle crews had complained
in the past about numb fingers
from handling cold tools during
space walks, but Musgrave's experience prompted a hurried upgrade of the spacesuit gloves to
provide more protection during
the lengthy Hubble activities.
The blunt Musgrave, an astronaut since 1967, calls the
Hubble mission "a drama to
be played out" and adds, "I
don't sec anyone who is overconfident We are scared
We expect surprises."

NEVER TOO LATE.
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WOMAD brings cultures togeth er for tnusic, art
Joe Parks
Stoff Reporter

We saw Peter Gabriel play
dmms for Sinead O 'Connor.
This beautiful union, however,
\\aS onl} one of the many events
that a~tounded the audience at th1s
year's World of Mus1c, Arts and
Dance(WOMAD)Festival. which
stopped along its world tour last
Friday. September I 0. at Buckeye
Lake in Columbus.
The festival was not simply an
interesting cross-section of the
entertainment industry.
Thoma~
Brooman.
the
festival's artisuc director, said,
"From '82 onward it's hcen a
program that always. \\herever it
incarnates itself, embraces all of
the world's seven continents."
Th1s year, for the first ume,
WOMAD incarnated itself in the
United States. "With your help,
we'll be back next year," Peter
promised us in the audience.
Most agreed that if "helping"
meant buying another ticket to sec
and hear the most inspiring cultural event in a long time. then
help would be on the way.
Some of those present would
go even further to help. "I could
play the bongoes," said senior Dan
Mauucca.
So, what was so inspinng. you
ask? Admittedly, our Caravan of

Love got there a little late.
We missed both PM Dawn and
Stereo MCs. not to mcnuon the
Japanese fus1on group, Trisan, and
the Terem Quartet from the fonncr
Soviet Union. We were crushed,
yet we moved on.
We arrived at the tail-end of
the Crowded House set. "That's
Crowded House?" ~meone asked.

to an end. Somehow the powers
that were made 11 known that one
Leonard Kravill was next on the
bill.
We started from our perch on
the hillside towards the center
~tage. We wandered through rows
of innumerable overpriced p1na
and bracelets. contemplatmg the
possibilities of th1every-more
others' than our own
We made it to a blankct-~ited
clearing within the mul-

Next,
on one of the other two stages,
carne Remmy Ongala, the popular African Band
We sat on the blanket as the
sun left 25,000 people, and we
listened to a moving set of African
rhythms splashed with some really funky guitar melod1es.
"This is like the outside of a
Dead show," noted senior Michael
C'aronch1, "but ins1de. This is
great!"
The warmth of Remrny blazed

titudcs, just beyond the reach of the fuming steam
machines on stage.
A spotlight came down like
lightning on the gold patent leather
of Lenny's vest and pants.
He proceeded to drive the
crowd (and himself) into one
swooning, love-frentied mass.
"It's Unity,'' he called out.
"Everyone together."
Two thousand bits of pilgrims
to Buckeye Lake sang the chorus
to "Let Love Rule."

It seemed at the moment that
one huge loudspeaker could solve
all of the world's problems.
As Lenny and the Love Parade
demanded ofall present." Are You
Gonna Come My Way'>" each
experienced. even if he or she did
not actually respond with, a heartfelt "Yes"
The lights went out and the air
grew cold, so we had some tea to
warm ourselves. We soon forgot
the cold.
A synthesited "drone" spread
over the audience. Lights and
instruments came on one by one,
buildmg up toward the grand entrance.
Peter Gabriel pounced on the
stage in a whitesmokingjacket and
black tuxedo pants. A glittered
cummerbund accented the ensemble beautifully. He was a
showman. and gave a show (almost) beyond words.
Gabriel yelled at the audience.
He yelled with them. He jigged
and gyrated like nobody's business. He had a good time, and he
gave it to the audience. along with
a surprise.
Back in the shadows of the
woodwork, behind Shakar the
amazing virtuoso violinist,
danced a black-haired kid, who
slowly moved forward. She came
into the light. and the crowd

exploded into a frcnly.
When that many people whisper. "Jt's Su1ead'" all at once. it's
actually kmda neat. She answered
10 song.
Gabriel and O'Connor came
together to celebrate human relationships. At the same time. they
were fun to watch.
They danced in a can-can line.
They mimic ked each ot11er's voice.
Pctenaught Sincad a new song
on the piano, and backed her up on
the drums.
And speaking of DRUMS!
"Eleven years ago, a group of African tribal dancers and rhythmists
opened the first WOMAD Festival." cxplamed Peter Gabriel.
One week ago, the same group
closed one of the first WOMAD
Festivals 1n the United States.
Their performance put "Rhythm
of the Saints" to shame.
"Wow" was one of the most
popular expressions spoken that
evening. We watched show after
fabulous show, and wondered why
this was the first festival of its
kind for our generation.
We gated back at the sea of
singing heads and clapping hands,
and we wondered why that sense
of togetherness and peace could
not be a little more prevalent every day of our lives, if it did we
might all live to be a little wiser.

Stand-up co1nic continues to add to his cult following
Sheila Dresser
© 1993, The Balumore Sun
Mom and I haven't laughed at
the same things since the '70s.
She was Bob Hope and Lawrence
Welk. I was "Saturday Night Live"
and the Stones.
Now she's a "Seinfeld" freak.
"Love 'the Scm,"' she says of the
NBC sitcom
My mother and I like the same
sitcom
My youth is over.
ln fact, there seem to be lots
and lots ol people who love
"Semfeld" hut have nothmg else
in common. Often they can't stand
ea'h other.
So,.,.·hat'sgoingon here'! Could
this be the key to peace in Bosnia
- "Alija Itetbcgovic, you love 'the
Sein,' I love 'the Scm.· Let's s1gn
this treaty and go watch TV"
"The Scin" is Jerry Seinfeld,
the comedian who stars 10
"Semfcld."

In a brilliant bir of casting,
Scmfcld plays a comedian in the
show and does cut-in bits of his
act at various points. The show
and the act are hilarious and hip.
Now he has compiled them into
a book, "SeinLanguage" (photos
by Annie Leibovitz). which is also
hilarious and hip.
How many sitcoms arc good
"read-aloud" matenal? This one
is.
From "The Date" chapter:
What is a date really. but a job
tnterview that lasts all night?"
"The worst dates are often the
result of a fix-up. Wh) do we fix
people up? Because you think
they'll have a good time'? Who the
hell arc you? It's a little power
trip, isn't it? You're playing God.
"Of course God was the first
person to fix people up. Fixed up
Adam and Eve, you know. I'm
sure he said to Adam, 'No, she's
nice, she's very free ahout her

body, doesn't really we<lf much.
She was going out with a snake -1
think that's over, though.' "
From "The Upkeep" chapter:
"Liposuction, for instance. Arc
you familiar with this'? This is a
fat-sucking machine. Now you
know that somewhere. somebody
is working on a way to make this
available in a restaurant. So you
could just order it off the menu.
'"I'll tell you what, gimme the
cheesecake, crank me up to 9, and
put a scoop of icc cream on the
side.' "
"The proof that we don't understand death is we give dead
people a pillow. I mean if you
can· t stretch out and get some
solid rest at that point, I don't
think there are any bedding accessories that can make the difference."
From the "Job Security" chapter:
"Why is it that with the psy-
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chiatrist every hour 1s only 50
minutes? What do they do with
that 10 minutes that they have
left? Do they just sit there going,
'Boy that guy was craty. I couldn't
believe the things he was saying.
Whatanut. Who'scominginnext?
Oh no, another head case."'
From the "Out and Back"
chapter:
"It'sstrange, two guys in shorts
competing for a belt. They should
award them slacks or a shirt."
On professional wrestling:
"If professional wrestling did
not exist, could you come up with
this idea? Could you envision the
popularity of huge men in tiny
bathing suits pretending to fight?
Could you sell this to a promoter?
''The referee is kind of like
Larry of the Three Stooges. You
don't really need him, but it just
wouldn't be the same without
him."
''My idea of the perfect living
room would be the bridge on the
Starship Enterprise: b1g chair, nice
TV, remote control That's why
'Star Trek' reall> was the ultimate
male fantasy. Hurtling through

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENTS GROUPS!
RAISE as Much as You
Want In One Week!
$1 00... $600 ... $1500!
Market Applications tor the
hottest credit cord ever--

NEW GM MASTERCARD
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS

on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE

T·SHIRT & 94 GMC JIMMY

Call 1-800-950-1039,ext. 7

space in your living room,
watching TV.
"That's why all the aliens were
always dropping in, because Kirk
was the only one that had the big
screen. Friday night, Klingon
boxing. 'Everyone on the bridge."'
There is also the occasional
poignant moment·
"The movies will always be
one of my top all-time out activities. But to be honest, the peak
moment for me is always being on
the way to the movies. I love being
on the way to the movies.
"We're in the car, trying to get
there in time. Maybe you'll have
good seats. Maybe it'll be a good
movie. Maybe evcrything'll be
good. You don't know. and when
you're on the way it's still possible. I love that I'm definitely
doing something and I haven't
done it yet. That's a pure life moment. After you get a job and
before you have to do it. Nothing
beats that. It's the spaces between
hfe that 1 hke the most."
One of the bcsr things about
"SeinLanguage" is that you get to
relive some of the best moments
ofthcshowwithouthavingtoload
a tape into the VCR and speed
through the commercials.
Love "the Setn."

Freshmen please note that
the dates on the school calendar for elections are incorrect Letters of mtent are due
on Sept 27 The primary
elections wi II be Oct. 11 - 12.
Sorry for the miscommuni cation.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Brandis builds his acting skills
Tonya Huffman
Sfoff Reporter

You probably recognize him
as "Mallhew" in the movie Ladybugs and as "Barry" in the
feature film Sidekicks. His name
is Jonathan Brandis, and he will
be starring 10 a ne'-" television
series entitled "SeaQuest DSV"
(Deep Submergence Vehicle)
airing on NBC starting this fall.
"SeaQuest DSV", brought to
television by executive produc-

ers Steven Spielberg and Dav1d J.
Burke, IS a one-hour adventure
series airing on Sundays begin
ning September 12. The show fo
cuses on a group of people who in
the year 20 18 explore the undersea world in a 1.000 foot submarine on a mission of peace and
exploration.
Brandis, 17, plays the character of Lucas Wolenczak, a 16year-old genius, who is lonely but
very helpful as the on-board com

puters expert.
He feels that it is unique to be
the only teenage cast member.
"II 's mteresting," Brandis said
in a telephone conversatiOn," I
can relate to the character."
He said that the rehearsal
schedule for the sho'-" is hectic
For each episode that is made,
there arc about five days that arc
used for rehearsal
"ScaQuest DSV" is Brand1s '
first television series. He feels
that this will be a new experience
for him.
" I think it's tougher to do a
series than a movie," he sa1d
Brandis thinks that ..SeaQuest
DSV" will receiYe high ratmgs
"I thmk it will recen:e high
ratings because it 1s unlike anything anyone's ever seen," he
said.
Brandis truly enjoys his acting career. Which started at the
tender age of 2. He held down
steady JObs as a print model 1n
New York Cit}.
He has appeared 1n several
television commercials, which
led him to achieve a recurring
role on the daytime soap opera
..One Life to Live" at6 years orage.
He received his first dramatic
role when he co-starred with
Farrah Fawcett in the 1987 tcle·
vision mini-series "Poor Lillie
R1ch G1rl". He also played in the
televisiOn mini-series "Stephen
King'c; 'It"'.
B ·
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merous television shows including "Webster" and"L.A. Law."
He has never taken any act
ing lessons but feels that all of his
acting credits have given him
valuable experience.
"You gain experience in every role you play," Brandis said,
" Everything I've done has contributed to my success."

Jonathan Brandis appears in "SeaQuest OSV"
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Undercover Blues

makes the list for
pointless comedies
Kathryn Kempf
Sfoff Reporter

Undercover Blues . a ridiculous comedy laden with exaggeration. attempts to combine a
husband-and wife team's profesSIOn of esp1onage w1th a family
life and baby.
First seen crashing a party,
Jefferson and Jane Blue (Dennis
Quaid and Kathleen Turner) establish a pattern of shady
storytelling. including confusion
over the name of their bab)
daughter. which pers1sts throughout the film.
Abo introduced at th1s point
arc two irrelevant characters portrayed gracelessly by the only other
widely recognizable actors, Park
Overall of television's "l•.mpty
Nest" and the typically obnox1ous
Tom Arnold.
At any rate. the story begins
when Jeff. while on a walk wnh
Jane Louise(or LouiscJane). foib
an attempted mugging by the Hispanic thug Muerte, \\host• appearances are always accompamed by
hokey bullfighting mus1c. The
police become interested 1n the
suspicious event, and the Blues
are hounded by a pa1r of detectives.
But the actual plot commences
when Jeff and Jane accept an assignment to prevent th(' transporLalion of hi hl unsLabl~ Ia ll ·
explosives from New Orlean~ our
of the country.
This heist is led by Paulina
Novacek (Fiona Shaw), a kooky
villainess reminiscent of Cruella
De Ville and the only caricature in
this film that works.
As spies, Jeff and Jane demonstrate both mental and physical
skills, such as the utilization of a
fence chain to halt a bank robbery

get-away and vanous martial ans
techniques. However, all of these
talents appear as unrealistic a\the
characters themselves.
The comedic aspects are
equally deficient, unless the puerile humor of faking epileptic seizures is somehow appealing. The
general audience found it amusing enough, though their laughter
seemed forced at tunes.
To be fair. thb Herbert Ross
film has some potential hut lacks
the true entertainment value that
IS neceSsaJ) for a quality film ,
Although Turner and Quaid are
fairly competent actors even their
efforts cannot save this graceless
presentation of a scnpt
Unfortunately, UndercOI'er
Blues will eventually add Itself to
the list of absurd and pointless
comed1esaHtilablein \ideo stores

SeaQuest dives into NBC 's
fall television schedule
Tonya Huffman
SfoH Reporter

If you have ever wondered
what the future will be like and
have watched "Star Trek", then
you arc in for a treat.
The new television show
"SeaQuest DSV" combines the
futuristic atmosphere similar to
"Star Trek", deep blue underwater seas, and Jots ofaction-packed
scientific and military adventure
into the one hour show.
The show is set in the year
2018, and stars Roy Scheider,
who is well known for other futuristic entertainment such as the
film 2010.
Scheider plays the part of
Captain Nathan Bridger. The
character ol Bridger is a widower
whose son v.. as recently killed in
military action.
SeaQuest, the scientific
underwater vessel, \\>as originally built by Bridger. However, Bridger made the decision to leave that part o f his
life behind after he had made

a promise to his wife and son to
never become involved with the
military again.
The plot of the show develops,
though, as Bridger agrees to once
again join SeaQuest after the
deaths of his wife and son.
The two-hour series premiere
tended to move slowly at times
and dwell on items of seeming
unimportance. Viewers can only
hope that as the series continues as
a one-hour show, the script will
tighten up these kind of holes.
"SeaQuest DSV" has excellent
sc1entif1c instruments brilliant
special effects, and wonderful
graphical scenes. This show is
perfect for bringing out the creativity and imaginary minds in
anyone.
It even ha~ a dolphin which is
reminiscent of an ad\'anced. scientilic Flipper.
Only lime will tell whether
"ScaQuest osv·· will find a devoted niche of viewers among the
polluted sea of television's new
fall line-up.
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WORLD VIEW
COMMENTARY
BY JEFF WALKER
Just like that famous Jane's
Addiction album, it seems that,
both on this campus and around
the world, a desensitization is
taking place. Sex, violence, alcohol, vulgarity - they all seem to
stalk our every move, whether
we're watching television, reading
a newspaper or walking to class.
Even in class these days there is
al\l.ays a social issue concerning
one of these topics and their causes.
Yet. how do they ~ affect us
as young adult individuals and
members of society as a whole assuming they affect us at all?
An interesting example came
up in the Los Angeles Times
com:cming the desensiti..:ation pf
Americans to the war in Bosnw. It
was stated that there were over
1500 articles pnnted in just three
of Amcnca's most widely read
newspapers in the eight months
since the war began. Nonetheless.
when polled this past summer.
people didn't know for sure
whether ll was the Serbs, Croats
or Bosnians who were the aggressors in the war. Even more
disturbing is the speculation by
some that people were too emotionally drained to deal with a war
that doesn't seem to end, so they
tune it out. It was further proposed
that the journalists stationed there

NOTHING'S
SHOCKING

were strongly encouraged to report on those stories that were
especially shocking or violent.
Although there are plenty of
other examples of this and other
controversies, the question remains the same, "What causes
this lackofsensitivity?"and "Why
do we need such jarringly violent
or risque forms of journalism and
entertainment?" The answers
seem to lie both in our overexposure to these issues as well as in
the decreasing value system of
our society. The causes of these
origtnate from that old campaign
debate - family values. As cliche
as th1s sounds, it does explain alot
about why our generation grew up
with exposure to these issues far
earlier than our parents or even
the generation of the last decade.
With the problem of AIDS rearing
its ugly head, we arc and have
been forced to be responsible from
a verycarly age. Another example
is that we are drafted for war at
eighteen. Yet, we are prohibited
from drinking alcohol until weare
twenty-one. Without quibbling
over federal laws and mandates, it
is important to see the big picture
here - we seem to be growing up too
fast.
Howevcr,ilisnottherapiditywith
which we developed that seems to

be the reason behind our being
called "Generation X." We are
being accussed of being lazy, listless and apathetic because we don't
really have any outstanding accomplishments under our belts yet. We arc being told by our elders that we are too complacent,
yet our generation, as mentioned
earlier, is quite possibly the most
mature (perhaps too mature) generation to date due to the hostile
nature of the world around us. But
is this maturity part of the reason
why the world is so desensitized
and inactive?
There are many different answers and not all lie in the deficiencies of our generation. In fact,
if one watches T.V., one would
see that it is the very generation
who condemns us that acts out,
reports on and participates in any
or all of these vices. It becomes an
irony that those who describe us as
growtngupon MTV are the ones who
were starring in the videocs. producing and managing the station
and making all the profits.
Therefore if anything, we are a
by-product of their desire to make
money when we should be a
massive social, politjcal and economic force created by our older
benefactors investing in both of
our futures.

Merger of super companies creates
stiffer entertainment competition
By John Lippman and Amy

Harmon
Ql993. Los Angeles Times

Forget fiber-optic superhighways and the much ballyhooed
500-ehannel universe. The Brave
New World of interactive communications won't amount to
much without Hollywood.
That is the message behind the
impending mega-merger of entertainment giants Paramount Communications and Viacom International.
The $16.5 billion deal, which was
approved Sunday by company directors, underscores the clout that film
and television studios now
wield jn an intensely competitive struggle for dominance in a potentially vast new industry.
En1ertainment. telecommunication and computer companies alJ are
scrambling feverishly to establish

•

high-tech beachheads, hoping eventua!Jy to cash in on everythlng from
first-run movies to algebra lessons
available at the flick of a TV
remote control.
A Paramount-Viacom merger
would create a new elite among media companies that brings under one
roof technology, programming and
distribution, rivaled only by Time
Warner and Rupert Murdoch's global News Corp.
The merger also would freeze out
- at least temporarily - cable and
telephone companies, which have
been trying to get a grip on
valuable movie and program
suppliers.
Cable giants, like John
Malone's Tele-Communications In c., and aggressive
telephone companies, such as
Bell Atlantic, believe that
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owning the content - movies, TV
shows and infonnation - is as valuableascontrolling the high-tech pipeline into the horne.
But the creation of an entertainment powerhouse, which would own
such well-known assets as MTV,
Nickelodeon and hit shows like
"Cheers" and "Star Trek: The Next
Generation," leaves Malone, among
otherrnajorplayers,still knocking on
Hollywood's door.
The Paramount-Viacom maniage
likely would increase pressure on the
brutally competitive Malone to
align his company with a major
Hollywood studio or telecommunication company.
Malone reportedly has held a wide
range of talks with many producers
and telecommunication companies, from Paramount to MCA
Inc. to AT&T and MCI, to
merge or form joint ventures.
There also is speculation
that Malone might go after beleaguered Metro-GoldwynMayer, now owned by the
French bank Credit Lyonnaise.
Hollywood fears Malone because
TCI controls one out of every five
cable TV subscribers in the country
and is therefore the "gatekeeper" for
the plethora ofchannels and services
expected to flood the home.
Malone also is at the head of the
group of cable TV operators who
control Turner Broadcasting System
Inc., whichhasagreedtobuyCastle
Rock Entertainment and New Line
Cinema, twoofHollywood's leading independent producers.
And TCI, through its affiliate
Liberty Media Corp., also is behind
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES STUDIES
FALL 1993 PROGRAM
SEJYfEMBER 22- MR. CHARLES DUNBAR, PRESIDENT.
CLEVELAND COUNCIL ON WORLD AFFAIRS
"Middle East Politics and U.S. Foreign POlicy Objectives in
the 1990's" AD 226 3:30-5:00 pm
OCfOBER 1-3 - MIDWEST CONFERENCE ON ASIAN
AFFAIRS, REGISTRATION REQUlRED (397-1685)
Friday Oct. I, 10:30 am - 2:45 pm- A Tour of Asian
Plaza, Cleveland's China Town, and a visit to Clevelannd's
Vietnamese Temple
Saturday. Oct. 2, 9:00am-5:45pm- Cleveland Art Museum
Sunday Oct. 3, 9:00am - 12 noon - Omni International Hotel
OCTOBER 6- THE U.S. PEACE CORPS,
MS. KATHY LONG, PRESIDENT. NORTHEAST OHIO
RETURNED VOLUNTEERS ASSOCIATION
"Would you ljke to be in the Peace Corps?'"
Wolf & Pot. 3:00- 4:30pm
OCTOBER 27 - DR. DWIGHT HAHN,
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCI:.
"The Working of Democracy: Worker's Party Success in
Brazilian Politics" AD 226, 3:00- 4:30pm
NOVEMBER 10- DR. SUSAN LONG,
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY,
COORDINATOR OF EAST ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM
"Nurturing, Femininity, and Social Change: Dilemmas of
Caregiving in Postwar Japan" AD 226, 3:00- 4:30pm
NOVEMBER 10- FR. SEGUNDO MONTES
MEMORIAL LECTURE
(Sociologist and Human Rights Advocate)
SAC Conference Room, 7:00pm
NOVEMBER 18 -DR. ROGER WELCHANS
''International Art: Beyond Pretty Pictures"
Mackin Room (Grasselli Library) 7:00- 8:30pm

the merger of rivals Home Shopping
Network and QVC.
Although Malone already is an
investor in 25 different cable TV networks through Liberty Medja, he still
does not have the kind of major Hollywoodsrudiooperation thatproduces
the hit TV or film that can generate
hundreds of millions in profits as it
passes through the various stages of
theatrical release, home video, TV,
and cable around the world.
Cable operators and phone companies also are interested in studios
because they hope the Hollywood
creative community can lend its production skills to the development of
electrorucpublishingandinteracti ve
media, uncharted but hopefully
promising markets.
Paramount and Viacom are
only the latest to join forces.
Other alliances and mergers 138 by one count - are now
occurring among a wide range of
entertainment, media and telecommunication companies.
Over the past year, US West has
agreed to invest $2.5 billion in Time
Warner'sentertainmentdivision,and
Southwestern Bell purchased cable
TV operatorHauscrCommunications
for $750 million. Time Warner, the
second-biggest cable TV operator in
the country, and Hauser hope to benefit by the technology the phonecompanjes can bring to cable.
"Computer companies and TV
companies and entertainment
compan ies are trying to figure
out how to create new fonns of information and entertainment that
people will pay for,'' said Charles
Finnie of the San Francisco jnvest-

rnentfumVolpe, Welty&Co. "And
there's a strong realization that
you're more likely to succeed by
linking arms with others than by
going it alone."
Still, the drive to combine the
creation and delivery of entertainment is not new.
Hollywood has always recognized the value in owning theater
chains (though the Justice Department once took a dim view of the
practice). And the takeover of two
of Hollywood's biggest studios Columbia and Universal- by Sony
and Matsushita in recent years was
largely driven by the Japanese
companies' desire to sell the latest
in consumer electronics.
Another reason for the recent
merger mania is cost: Building the
fabled information superhighway
is an incredibly high-risk venture.
By some estjmates, the cable
operators and phone companies will
spend $80 billion to build the infrastructure for interactive communication. Given the magnitude
of such outlays, they want to
ensure there will be something
to send over it when it 's done.
But while traditional "conlent owners" like the movie
studios, publishers and TV
networks have an important asset
in their libraries, the great
promise of the digital future is
interacti vity.
And since interactive entertainment is a nebulous medium, the businesses who have
some idea of how to go about
producing it are increasingly

PROFILES
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Debate professor challenges students
Michele Todd
Stoff Reporter

Raising three children, working towards a doctorate, teaching,
coaching debate, plus spending
quality time with a spouse would
leave anyone exhausted.
But not Brent Brossrnann, a
new faculty member of the communications department and appointed debate director.
Before his arrival at JCU,
Brossmann coached debate at the
University of Kansas while working towards his Ph.D. He earned
his Bacelor's degree in 1985 at
Texas A & M and his Master's
degree at California State, Fullerton, in 1988.
With eighteen years of debate
experience under his belt including thirteen at the collegiate level,
Brossmann has come prepared to
seize and revamp the world of
debate at JCU.
According to Brossrr\ann, debate is the best educatiOnal activity. "It teaches you to know both
sides. The more you understand,
the more likely you can come to
the 'correct' conclusion."
Bross mann has coached debate
for six years. At JCU he will be
assisted by his wife, Jeanette, who
also has experience coaching debate. Together, the couple have
new changes in store for the JCU
debate team.
One of the changes is the addition of an Audience Debate Forum. Frere, audience, composed
of students, will have a chance to
voice their opinions on debated
topics. Mr. and Mrs. Brossmann
also plan to develop computer literacy in debaters, induce involve-

ment with international r------------------,
debate programs and
increase activity in high
school debate to offer a
judges perspective and
enhance recruiting
possibilities.
Outside the debate
program, Brossmann
teaches two sections of
argumentation and debate. Next semester he
will teach one section
of rhetorical criticism.
His wife Jeanette, also
a ne w JCU faculty
member, instructs a
class on interpersonal
communications.
Brossma nn's approach to education is a
partnership between
student and teacher. "I
J~M Fry
am an experienced
Professor Brent Brossmann
partner in a learning endeavor. I want them to
come to understand. I don't have people an opportunity to voice
all the answers. My job is to work themscl ves. Hence, he established
with them and give them experi- the Audience Debate Forum. "Arence, not to lead them.''
gumentation and expression is an
Student motivation impresses essential part of what a university
Brossmann. "They try hard and is about."
want to learn," he said.
Finally he wishe~ to develop a
Hired under tenure, Brossmann successful debate program and
has set several goals. First fore- become a valued member of the
most, he wishes to be a good JCU faculty.
teacher. ''A good teacher makes
Family is also very important
good contributions," he said. "I to Brossmann. He has three chi Ifollow the words of Richard Bach dren: Brian,S; Joshua,4; Kris: 'Learning is remembering what tine; 14 months and his wife is
you already know. Doing is dem- expecting another child in Februonstrating that you know it.

ary.

Teaching is remembering others
that they know as well as you. We
are all learners, doers, teachers.'"
Brossmann also wants to give

Brossman has to make adjustments to fit all of these activities into a 24 hour period. Sleeping is sacrificed, he said.

Carroll News Spotlight
Name: Nora Mackin
Major: English
Hobbies: Hiking, swimming,
collecting rocks
Years on the CN staff: way too
many.
Position: Editorial Editor
lfl was not on the paper I'd be:
studying for the GRE and suffering from the lack of Presti's
doughnuts.
The Carroll News is: That really

AIDS:
It won't
kill
you to
talk
about it.

cool office with the new carpet.
When people find out I work for
the Carrol News they think:
That's why she is in the office all
the time.
The biggest headache for the
Editorial Editor is: changing the
staff box.
I Work for the Can-ol/ News
because: I get free access to a
laser printer.
The Carroll News will be ben-

eficial to me in the future because: now I can write in complete sentences.
What do you look forward to
this year? May 22, 1994.

Auditions for
John Carroll University's production of

Big River
A music al by Roger Miller

Directed by James Beck
Musical Direction by Dr. J. Lanye

September 20, 21, 1993
7 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium
Tapes and scripts will be available on reserve
in the Communications Department Office.
Prepared song and monologue preferred
but not required.
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Italian Reniassance art
entises Professor to Art
History career
Koch joins John Carroll faculty
Carolyn Sennett
Profiles Editor

A love for Italy and
art led to a teaching
career in art history
for Professor Linda
Koch. She is a new
faculty member in the
art history and humanities department
at John Carroll University.
Koch enjoyed art
classes as a small child
and loved visual
things. She likes to
draw hut does not
have the time to con
centrate on it As an
art historian, she
spends much of her
Professor Linda Koch
t1me researchmg and
publishing.
Last spring, Koch interviewed with faculty members of the
JCU an history and humanities department during a College Art
Association meeting. She was selected as a finalist and in March
was offered a position at JCU.
Koch said she likes the move to Cleveland from Pennsylvania.
She can send students to the Cleveland Museum of An. and there
are many places she can go to for research materials.
"It is especially nice to be hired at a place I feel good at," she
said.
Previous to JCU she worked part-time at several different
colleges in New York and Pennsylvama, Including La.faycne and
Marywood colleges.
Two years ago she earned a doctrate in art history at Rutgers

University. She spenttwo sumrners in Italy teaching students and
compiling infonnation for her dissertation. She also received her
master's degree in art history and a bachelor's degree in theater
arts at the University of Minnesota.
She taught art history to American students through a Rutger
University program. Although she taught the students in English,
she is able to speak Italian.
Koch enjoyed many aspects about Italy, including the open
culture, the warmth of the people, the fascinating history, the
language, and beauty of the country side.
As a teacher, Koch tries to inspire students and show them
how art history is inter-cultural. She said some students will not
relate to art history or have an interest, but others will be inspired.
She tries to move away from the facts of the piece and asks
students what they can tell about the work visually. s'tudents
react to that, she said.
The Ital ian Renaissance is her field, but it is impossible for her
to pick one artist or painting as a favori te. "IfI had to choose one,
it would be Italian Renaissance," she ?aid. ''It's just what I love."

PROFILES
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Swindal inspired by Music legend's talents sfill unrecognized
former JCU professor
Andy Dennee

Stoff Reporter

Philosophy department
gains new member

Sometimes the discriminating ear picks up his legacy
in musicians. like Tracy
Chapman, Marc Cohn, The
IndigoGirls.orShawn Colvtn
Whetcr it's the message or
the mustc. most musicians

Carolyn Sennett
Profiles Editor

-

Fifteen years ago,
philosophy Professor
James Swindal visited relatives in
Cleveland That was
his only visit to the
area, until be was offered a position this
fall at John Carroll
University. He is now
one of the new fulltime faculty members.
Originally from
Pullman, Washington, Swindal moved
to the East Coast to
•
Helen Van Cuyk
attend Boston Col- Professor James Swmdal
lege, where he findents in philosophy by pointing
ished his dissertation this sumout how much potential a stumer.
Swindal isfamiliarwith JCU
dent has and how philosophical
even though be has not spent a
they are. At the surface level,
lot of lime in the Cleveland area.
every student possess critical
and reasoning powers .
The first time he heard about the
school was through a former
"People are more philoJCU professor, the Rev. Harry
sophical then they think."
Gensler, S.J. The professor
The philosophy requirement
taught philosophy to Swindal
atJCU is important to Swindal.
when he was an undergraduate
"[Philosophy requirement] is
at Seattle University. Gensler
the commitment the school has
talked about JCU to his stumade to life," he said. "Philosodents.
phy can apply to everyone's life.
It is the ' art' of living."
Swindal said Gensler was an
inspintlion for him to continue
Besides philosophical ideas,
to study philosophy. "Gensler
Swindal believes the Jesuit idemade us work," Swmdal said.
als take an active role in the
"He was very critical of wrillen
classroom. He wants students
work but engaged us in the class.
to take responsibility in subject
He wa\ more of a referee, and
matter and learn how to express
we were the participants."
them!)elves.
Before earning his doctorate
Swindal was not always inat Boston college, Swindal atterested in philosophy. AS an
undergraduate he was required
tended Gonzaga University and
traveled to Rome, where hereto take three philosophy classes.
After the third class Swindal
ceived a bacher' degree in theolwas intrigued by the subject.
ogy. He also attended Seattle
Swindal said, on a first
University for his undergraduglance. philosophy is difficult
ate degree.
and takes time. "Philosophy has
Swindal bikes to school eva lot to offer anybody," he said.
ery day even in the rain. He also
"It is not something for a few
enjoys cooking and playing
people. Philosophy has more
bridge.
adaptability to real life. There
He hoped to teach at a Jesuit
is a lot more about life than
or Catholic institution and he is
meets the eye."
greatful tohave the opportunity
Swindal tries to interest stuto work at JCU.

commentary
these days with apolitical point
owe their roots to Woody
Guthrie.
In the 1930s he assembled
the song "This Land Is Your
Land" while traveling the nation from coast to coast by
thumb, foot, and rail. He
would sing and play guitar for
nickels a night in hooky tonk
bars, composing the ballad
that would become an American staple- a song every
American associates with the
grandeur and majesty of the
nation.
Woodrow Wilson Guthrie,
or "just plain old Woody,"
wrote "This Land is Your
Land" as a tribute to the legions of jobless Americans
that he met in the Hoovervilles
and shanty towns that proliferated during the Great Depression.
He also wrote the song (and
indeed most of his songs) to
bolster the strength of labor
unions and to rally support for
the American Communist
Party.

Woody Guthrie was born
in Okemah, Oklahoma sometime in 1912. By age 12.
Guthrie was alone dueto his
mentally ill mother's institutionalization and his father's
attempted suicide. He supported himself as a migrant
worker and educated himself,
learning to read, write, paint,
and play music.
Heeventuall y published six
books, including his autobiography. In the 1930s and
1940s he was a columnist for
the Sunday Worker, a communist newspaper he euphemistically called the Sabbath
Employee, and he championed
the labor reform movement.
But Woody Guthrie is best
known for his depictions of
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average Americans.
His songs, like "Pastures of
Plenty" and "Deportees," are
pieces of Americana that rival the
paintingsofNorman Rockwell and
the writings of John Steinbeck.
"Pastures of Plenty" is sung in the
persona ofan Oklahoma dustbowl
man hungry for a share of the
American bounty. "Deportees''
depicts the explosion of an airplane filled with Mexican illegal
aliens being returned to their
country.
In a book of folk songs collected by American folklorist Alan
Lomax, Guthrie wrote: "You know
I been in every town mentioned in
John's [Steinbeck) book, 'Grapes
of Wrath,' and in the picture show
too. All I know how to write is just
sort of what I seen up and down
the road."
Woody Guthrie documented
dustbowl life, California migration, oil town booms, politicaJ
corruption, and the basic good of
the poor people he met.
His autobiography, "Bound for
Glory" (Doubleday, echoes the
lives of the Joad family in
Steinbeck's book, including
Guthrie's exodus from the land of
the Okies to the California promised land. The book vividly incorporates the brotherhood and
despair that resulted from the Depression and praises Depression
Era government work programs.

One of his few available recorded works is "The Columbia
River Recordings" (Rounder
Records) contracted by the federal government to document the
building of the Grand Coulee
Dam.
Woody Guthrie represents yet
another invaluable view into
American history that is largely
ignored. His songs grew out of
the oral traditions of rural
America and they categorized the
lives of its people the way few
others have.
Guthrie' s writing is as down
home as writing gets, full of intelligence and sensitivity without a trace of affectation.
It was his duty to document,
through song and story, the lives
of the poor and to decry the injustice of some of the companies
and governments of his day.
He wrote: "I wonder sometimes why you don't ever hear
these songs played on the nickel
boxes in the saloons and pimp
joints, but I guess they belong to
some rich guy and he don't want
to listen to us poor folks sing.
But I do know one thing...these
songs come from folks that got
beat up for just stepping out in
front of the police with their
Winchesters, and they'll outlast
any ten songs thatarichguy makes
up- 'cause they're just them kind
of songs."

New Face on Campus
Name: Chris Eckley
Major: Psychology
Hometown: Rocky River.
Ohio (Originally from Shaker
Heights, Chris lived on
Belvior Blvd. two houses
north of Washington)
Class: Junior
Hobbies: Tang Soo Do, a
Korean martial art, fly fishing,
camping, hiking, skiing,
traveling
Why you transferred to
JCU? I looked at Kent and
other area schools. JCU has
the most to offer. It just felt
right.
First impressions about
JCU? From the start I loved it.
Now I go to school across the street from where I weot to
grade school (Gesu). After moving to Florida and moving
back 1 feel like I'm 'home.·
A favorite book: Jonathan Livingston Seagull
Person whom I would most like to meet: The writer
Richard Bach
Favorite music: Anything except heavy metal and rap
Favorite food: Taco Bell
Something few people know about me: There is a John
Denver and the Muppets tape in my car. I do not know how it
got there- really!
Ten years from now I see myself: With a Ph.D. in psychology working in a healing field.
An embarrassing moment: I try not to have them.
A proud moment: l try not to have proud moments.
Something I could teach a class on: Being true to yourself.
Be aware of what is truly important in your life.
Have you ever traveled abroad? In 1991 I spent a month in
Africa.
Most treasured possession: My Tang Soo Do unifonn
Two words that others use to describe me: care-free and

killd.
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Spikers Capture Invite Championship
Colleen M. Creamer
Sports Editor

John Carroll women's volleyball team bounced back from two
losses on opening day of the
Elmhurst tournament to eventually beat the# I seed and capture
the championship.
The Streaks got off to a slow
start as they lost the opening match
to Pomona-Pitzer (California), by
the score of 7-15, 15-5, 13-15.
After winning the next two
matches against Bluffton and
North Central (both in two sets),
they closed the day by losing in
three sets to Aquinas.
Although ending the day with
a loss was disappointing there was
something positive to come out of
the match. It was in this loss that
Junior Stacy Mullaly established
herself a:s the all-time kills leader
in John Carroll's history. She
now has 1,076, easily surpassing
the old mark of 1,005 held by
Marta Cutarelli who played from
1986-89.
However, Mullaly's name
won't be etched into the record

books yet because she has over a
year left before her career comes
to an end. If Mullaly remains
healthy, it is conceivable that she
will break the 2,000 mark.
The dominance of Mullaly
combined with great team defense
enabled the Streaks to win all three
of their matches during the
tournament's second day and capture the championship.
The women opened the day
by defeatingMilikin, then avenged
their loss to Aquinas, and finished
up with a three set victory over the
#1 seeded Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
Head
coach
Gretchen
Weitbrecht was pleased wilh
Mullaly's performance but also
pointed out the importance of team
defense.
"There is no doubt Stacy is a
great player, but if our kids don't
play defense then you don't see
those kills. The team play is great,
and that lets Stacy finish things off
with the kills."
Mullaly averaged 6.4 kills per
set in the tournament, including
29 in the championship match.

Dawn Ebinger, injured during
the previous weekend, returned to
the starting line-up and was an
asset on defense.
The final match of the tournament with Wisconsin- Oshkosh
went three sets with the Streaks
coming back after losing the first
15-17. The team had no problem
in the final two sets as they won
15-9, 15-6. Weitbrecht was
pleased with the victory over the
favorites to win the tournament.
"We almost won it in two sets,
but the girls really played well
during the last few matches."
Although they lost two
matches during the Invitational,
Weitbrect viewed them as learning experiences.
"We learned more from those
two losses than we did from the
wins. The girls realized that they
can't play well when they're tense
so they shouldn't put unnecessary
pressure on themselves."
The team will be attempting to
callJre their third championship this
weekend when they travel to take
place in the Marietta ToumamenL

Coon<sy Spocu Information

Junior Stacy Mullally holds JCU record for kills.

Carroll Runners Take First at Walsh Invite
Colleen M. Creamer
Sports Editor

John Carroll's women's cross
country team looked strong last
weekendas they placed first out of
--a11eid of three teams at the Walsh
College Invitational.
Carroll captured first with 25
points, followed by Mount Union
with 55 and Walsh with 56.
Junior Danielle Sluga was the
first Streak to cross the finish line
as she placed third overall with a
time of 19:49.
Senior Julie Koscinski finished
fourth with a time of20:07. Following Koscinski was a "pack"
of Blue Streak runners. Koscinski
said,
"After I finished I turned around
and I kept seeing all blue(Carroll
runners) it was great."
What Koscinski saw was seven
of her teammates cross the finish
line during a time span of one
minute. Koscinski explaind the
feat:
"We really wanted to pack it in
together, so it was great that everyone finished so close. We knew
we could all run well because it
was a pretty flat course. We did a
pretty good job."
The Streaks obviously took a
liking to the flat course as they
captured the third to eleventh
place slots, and easily topped
OAC foe Mount Union, which
according to Koscinski was one of
the team's goals going into the
meet.
"It's always a goal to beat our
OAC opponents because it really
prepares us for the meets \\ ith
them down the road."
Head Coach Grove Jewett was
obvious!) pleased with the perfomlancc.
·The results arc pretty self explanatory. Weaccornplishedwhat
we set out to do. We just want to

time of 20:55 which is over a
minute faster than her time from
last year.
Wollett is excited about the
season ahead.
"We really worked hard over
the summer. I'm looking forward
to having a great Senior year and
end my running career on a high
note. As a team our primary goal
is to consistently improve upon
our times each week. We want to
have the fastest times in the OAC."

continue to work on bringing those
times down, but the most important thing is that we have fun doing it."
The time it takes for the runners to finish the race has consistently gQne down since last year_,_
in fact, four of the Streaks improved upon their times from a
year ago. Perhaps the most notable decrease in time was turned
in by Senior Amy Wollett who
finished seventh overall with a

Jewett is very optimistic about
the group he coaches.
"If everything comes together,
we have the potential to be one of
the best cross country teams that
John Carroll has ever seen. But
what is really important is that
they have a good time."
Senior Beth Kramer who finished 8th in the meet, (20:56)
feels that teamrnork will lead to
success.
"If we work together, pack it,

and win the OAC's, it would be a
great year. The younger runners
are really working hard which is
great to see.
Hopefully, the high level
of enthusiasm will carry
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Intramural Program is
an Option to Consider
Colleen M. Creamer
Sports Ed1tor

Being a varsity athlete at the
collegiate level requires a great
deal ofdisciplinc, dedication. and
hard work.
During the season, an athlete
has limited spare time. Even in
the off-season, athletes train and
practice in order to $lay sharp. It
is a challenging experience, but
ask any varsity athlete why they
do it and they will almost certainly
stress the rewarding feeling they
get from the competitiOn.
For those who long for the
competition but don't aspire to. be
a varsity athlete, there is another
option: lntramurals
The intramural program at John
Carroll is open to any student,
staff, or faculty member. There
are no try-outs or required practices.
Although the goalsoftheteams
may be to capture the intramural
championship and sport tee-shirts
stating this accomplishment, the
real purpose of intramurals is to
have fun.
In recent years, the program
has increased in popularity.
Graduate Assistant to the intramural
p rogram
David
McClafferty points out that the

. . .. CJ.=.~.~.~

program was diminishing during
his first couple years as an undergraduate. The improvement came
when a formal intramural department was developed. He credits
the improvement
to director
Grove Jewell, and previous
Graduate Assistant Steve Prelock.
McClafferty states, "In recent
years the program has grown tremendously. The competition of
the program is also on the uprise
because of the enthusiasm of the
participants. The turn out for this
years flag football is great, we
have 39teams competing. I think
the students are beginning to realize how much fun they can
have in intramurals."
Although McClafferty is
pleased with the blossoming program, he stated that he would like
to see more involvement from the
women and the Greek organizations.
"I was pleased with the interest
the women showed for flag football and hope it carries through to
the other seasons as well. However, I would like to see the Greek
organizations to get moreactively
involved because it is a great way
for them to display their pride and
interact with each other."
The flag football season started

\1•ke James

Students participate in first flag football game last Monday
Monday and will continue
through September and part of
October. Volleyball will begin sometime around fall break.
The most popular sport in regards
to tum out is basketball which
begins in January. Other sports
offered include raquetball, water
polo, and softball.
Sign-up sheets will be available in the intramural office, located in the recplex, shortly before each season begins. Signs
will be posted indicating the deadlines for sign-ups.
Any questions regarding the
program may be directed toward
David McClafferty at 397-3092.

F.C.A. To Hold
Organizational Meeting
Colleen M. Creamer
Sports Editor

F.C.A. (Fellowship of Christian Athletes) is a group at John
Carroll University which brings
athletes together to discuss their
concerns, doubts, feelings and
faith. It is a chance for teammates
to share their faith in God and
Jesus Christ through the common
bond of sports. Athletes of every
religion are welcome.
It should be stressed that F.C.A.

lf rru ®
RECORDING ARTIST

is not a Theology class or a church
service, but simply a chance for
athletes to express their thoughts
and feelings openly.
The first meeting is an organizational kick-off meeting on
Monday September 20th from
7:30 to 8:30 in the SAC Conference room. All athletes are invited to attend. If there are any
questions please contact Coach
Chinchan at 397- 1681, or Coach
Schweichert at 397-4662.
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1991 CAMPUS SOLO P ERFORMER OF THE YEAR

APPEARING:
Thursday, Septen1ber 16, at 8 pn1
in the SAC Conference Roon1
Adn1ission: $2 \VI o Discount Card
$1 \VI Discount Card
... in the tradition of Billy Joel and Elton John ...
Has appeared \vith: Chicago. Steven Wright. B.T.O ..
Dana Carvey and Joe Piscopo .
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"BOOKSHELF"
ACROSS
1 "Sarah Plain atKJ

FEEBLE MIND

.

MARK RAKOCY

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS ONE!

5 ~v.t.eels
10 Nopes
14~

15 Tab.rn or Ryan
16 Mlny.2 v.ds
17 'Crime atKJ PIXIIshmenf'euthor

19 "Gone With The
Wind" estate
20 Senator KefalMW
21 Boling
23 CallaiS
26 Fertllzer Ingredient
27 Ogle
30 ~ehend
32 Situation normal aJ1
fooedup
36 Now/ by Charlotte
Bronte
38 Steps for crossing a
fence
39 Before H.S.
40 Fanny FanTief product
42 Now/ ending
43 Moderate red
45
Lewis "Main
Street' author
47 Folklore dwalf
46 Twlled woolen~
49 Postal abbnNiatlons
50 Word after down or big
52 R~
54 l<altoon ?
58 Hdy person
62 Sib sandwich
63 "So Big" author
66 cakl's brcthef
01 Bookname
681raland
69 Cape Kennedy org.
70 Contorted
71 Whirlpool
DOWN
1 H~ or low follower
2 Turmols
3 For fear that
4 Tum to night
5 Weeding tool
6 Letter need:Abbfev.

This cartoon ran 1n the November I I, 1977
1ssuc of The Carroll News.
46 Stop

46 o.Adoor sports arenas
Settlernert a monks

s1

53

Show:Qunlval

54 Gengis _ _

55 Singer McErae
56 Son a Zeus
57 High exposiYes
59 "In the same Pace":Foot61 Hlg1ef than a deuce

64Plbolferlng
65 Ftmlshed a meal

)'o!."f '5
Cl4~f_ ...

TIM JAN<HAR

Fundraiser- all it takes is a
small group with a little energy and a lot of excitement
to earn $500-$1500 in just
one week. Call 800-592212 1 ext 312.

DIALAMERICA-This job
will help you develop marketing and communication
skills. Experience great for
resume. WE OFFER: am/
pm hours, top pay, paid
training. TO QUALIFY:
must be eager to learn,
money motivated, dependable and articulate. Call3333367.

Parents' Helper- 8 hour/
week-flexible non-smoker,
own transportation, $5.50/
hour. Duties:light housekeeping, errands, childcare.
Call after 6:00, 292-4562.

A-1

-ofL

The Carroll News is looking for a motivated individuals who are experienced
in photography or desktop
publishing with Macintosh
Computers.

Greeks- Clubs, Student
Groups. Raise as much as
you want in one week.
$100,$600,$1500. Market
applications for Citibank,
VISA, MCI, SEARS,
AMOCO, etc. Call for your
FREE T -S HIRT and to
qualify for FREE Trip to
MTV Spri ng Break '94. Call
1-800-932-0528, ext.65.

ETHAN KUCHARSKI

00 Jer1c

Excellent Extra Incomeenvelope stuffing, $600$800 every week. Free Details: SASE to International
Inc. 1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 1 1230.

Child Care Needed- in our
Shaker home, 1-2 afternoons
a week. Must have own
transportation. Good kids,
fun job. 283-0804.
1

MANNEQUINN

note

Wanted- Delivery people
forlunchanddinner: Friday
and Saturday nights. Apply
in person at Salsa's 13976
Cedar Road.
Child Care- Part-time
flexible hours. Must have
own transportation. Daytime 447-1551: Evening
464-3004. Debbte.
Lady Remington- is expanding in this area. Full- or
part-time positions available
IMMEDIATELY! Set. your
own hours. No exper:tence
necessary. For more mformation call 237-5708.

CRAZY BOY

GEORGE BERSON

JOHN • CAROL

TERESA TUJAKA

ltv'

I

SPORTS
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Potent offense fuels blue streak victory
Jude Killy

with a 9 yard touchdown run with
fir<.~ half.
Less than a minute later JCU
took advantage ofan Alma fumble
when junior, split end, Scan Williams punched in the second

3:20 left to play in the

Stoff reporter

Offense was the name of the
game Saturday as the John Carroll
Univcrsit) foothall downed visiting Alma College 47-31 at
Wasmer fJCid to begin regular
season play.
After a slow start offensively,
the Blue Streaks ( 1-0) capitalized
on several Alma miscues late in
the second quarter to take a 26- 13
lead into the locker room
Senior place kicker Mario
Valente booted the first Blue
Streak points of the year onto the
scoreboard with two first quarter
field goals. However, the Alma
Scots knotted the score at 6 6 on
a 24 yard fourth down pass ft:om
quarterback Matt Snyder to wide
receiver Mark Garcia.
But, late in the fi rst half John
Carroll's offense erupted by
punching in three touchdowns in
less than two and a half minutes.
"Our offense is designed so
we can strike a number o f different avenues," JCU head coach
Tony DeCarlo said.
And that they did.
Sophomore running back C had
Rankin, a Yo ungstown State
University tra nsfer, who led all
rushers with 123 yards on the
ground on 2 1 carries, commenced
the Blue Streak scoring auack

touchdown of the quartc1 on a 24
yard reverse.
SeniOr
flanker
Gregg
Genovese capped off the scoring
flurry with a 3 yard touchdown
by an Aaron Perusck

-----

Quarterback P.J. lnsana led the Streaks to victory last Saturday

Total Training~
Expert Teachers
Personal
Tracking and
Tutoring
Permanent
Centers
Maximize your
score

Classes forming now.
Call for more information:

-

(senior free safety) mterccption.
The final score may be decei ving in regards to the play of the
defense. The young defenders
were responsible for many of the
offensive driYes.

491-8228

DeCarlo discussed his teams
offensive explosion; "We've got
a potent offense, there' s no question about itesaid.
"The confidence factor is good
when you have a quarterback and
a (offensive) line that is seasoned."
The second half was more of
the same in regards to scoring as
the S treaks again scored in a variety of ways.
Williams who touched the ball
two times, and both times he
found himself in the end-zone.
Both touchdo wns came on junior
quarterback P.J . I nsana tosses.
Insana completed I 0 of 19
passes for 136 yards and no interceptions on the day.
" He was solid," DeCarlo said,
in reference to Insana who rushed
for a touc hdown in addition to
thro wing for the two to Williams.
" He 's matured into a fine
quarterback and is a real threat.
He has gotten a lot stronger a nd
has really take n over."
Alma scored early and again
late in the second half producing
the fin al tally of 47-31.
The Blue Streak o ffen s e
looked to be in midseason form.

But the defen~e. with Pe111sek as
its onl) returning starter, had
some trouble.
Alma starting quarterback Ja
son l·alk.who suffered a game
ending knee injury early in the
first quarter. and reserve quarterhack \ 1att Snyder • Falk's replacement, seemed to have a fteld
day as they combined for 'l27
yards passing and connected for
five touchdowns against the
Streak's defense.
Senior nose guard Matt
Warncment. who took part tn
three ftrst half Blue Streak sacks,
wasn't overl y concerned.
"We needed to get this one
under our belts defensively." he
satd. "We've got a v.ays to go.
but we're definitely up for the
challenge."
DeCarlo felt the same way.
"We saw a lot of things offenSively (fro m Alma) that we did n't
see last year," DeCarlo said .
"They took us totally out of
our game defensi,·ely."
One indication of this is the
fact that the Scots scored more
points (3 1) on the Blue Streak
defense than any oppenent d1d all
of last year.
The Blue Streak defense carne
up big when it had to, though, by
recording five sacks and causing
five Alma turnovers (three
fumbles and two interceptions).
Alma head coach Jim Cole was
qutc k to point out that turnovers.
or the lack of them by John
Carro ll's offe nse, were a big rcason for the turnout of the game.
"They had no turnove~." Cole
said.
"They didn' t make any mistakes (offe nsively)."
What really impressed Cole
was John Carroll football a fter
Willie Beers. the Blue Streaks
all-time leading rusher.
"They 're gonna forget about
Willie real quick," Cole said.
"(Willie's absence) actually
helps. More people contribute
and the attack is more balanced .''
A balanced attack will be a
definite necessity for John Carro ll
to compete with powerhouses
in the OAC , s uc h as Baldtn
W a ll ace and Mo unt Union .
However, they don't want to
look too far ahead into the
sea son, because there is al ways
an o ppone nt wait ing in the
win gs.
John Carroll hegins OAC play
as they host Capital at Wasmer
Fie ld Saturday. Kick-off time is
scheduled for I :30 p.m.

Interested in
Sports?
Sports assistant editor position open in
The Ca"oll News. Gain experience in
writing, layout, and Macintosh
computers. Call397-4479 or stop in
the office today!

